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Tire cord treating line (DIP line)

Web guiding system
SRS63 digital steering roll guides monitor and 
precisely control the tire cord web position.
Misaligned idler rolls in the accumulator and/
or badly wound supply rolls can cause an in-
correctly placed web. 

Web spreading system
The digital E+L system controls the tire cord 
web throughout the different processes and 
keeps it at a defined width. Using a combination 
of electronic edge sensing with motorized ad-
justment or broadband sensor technology 

guarantees smooth and clean production. The 
CordAliner BCS21/31 allows the entire width of 
the tire cord web to be stretched before 
entering the dip tanks or wind-up. The EPILiner 
BCS11 or half width X-Pander edge spreading 
system works directly on the edges of the web 

Let-off DryingDip tank 1Accumulator

SRS63 Center guider BCS21/31 Cord Spreading EPILiner BCS11X-Pander BCS41

1 2 3

1

4 3

DN 1002DN 1002DN 1002DN 1002 OP 36

Local
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Dip tank 2 Drying, Stretching Accumulator Wind-up

Central Ethernet-
connection

using two independent three-finger spreaders. 
The required tire cord web width is reached 
before the dip line wind-up. The high tension 
X-Pander BCS41 achieves and maintains the 
required tire cord web width and position in 
the high-tension areas of the production line.

Operator panel OP 34

Customer PLC

FE 45/46/47
The FE 45/47 wide band sensors reliably 
detect the edges of the tire cord, without the 
need for a sensor positioning device.

Digital broadband sensor 
FE 45/ FE 46

Digital broadband sensor 
FE 47

EPILiner BCS11 X-Pander BCS41 SRS63 Center guider

1 2 3

1

4

1

4 1

DN 1002 DN 1002 DO 8221 DN 1002OP 36

CentralLocal
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 + Precise tension measurement
 + Output signal for closed loop tension control
 + High overload rating

Fabric calender line

Web guiding system
The SRS63 steering roll system (option: 
ELGUIDER) corrects the web position to the 
machine centerline before it reaches an ac-
cumulator, calender or wind-up. Digital in-
frared sensors constantly monitor the edges of 
the web. The liner material is correctly wound 
using SR41 steering roll systems at the wind up 
station. 

Web width control
The digital E+L system regulates the tire cord 
web to a defined width. Using a combination 
of electronic broadband edge sensing system 
guarantees smooth and clean production. The 
CordAliner BCS21/31 allows the entire width of 
the tire cord web to be stretched before 
entering the calender heating cans or wind-up. 
The EPILiner BCS11 edge spreading system 

works directly on the edges of the web using 
two independent three-finger spreaders. The 
required width is achieved before the web rea-
ches the calender nip. 

Width measuring
Highly compact CCD line scan camera systems 
OL 82 measure and control, (with-out touching 
the web), the  rubberized tire cord web after 

 + Contactless laser & Eddy Current sensor
 + High precission thickness measurement

Web Tension Measurement PD 21 / PD 22

SRS63 Center guider
with FE 46

BCS21/31 Cord Spreading

EPI Cord distribution measurement
 + Measurement of cord distribution
 + Feedback to guide/ spreader to control 
distribution

Traversing thickness measurement

BCS21/31 Cord SpreadingSRS63 Center guider SRS63 Center guider

DN 1002 DN 1002 DN 1002 DN 1002DN 1002 OP 36

Local
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the calender. The additional EPI measurement 
in front of the calender will ensure the speci-
fied EPI spread of the tire cord.

Trim knife positioning system
VS 9 positioning systems use OL 82 CCD line 
scan cameras to place trim knives directly 
after the calender line (4-roll calender) or in 
front of the calender (3-roll calender). 

Machine systems
At the entry and exit section of the calender 
lines, tension controlled accumulators 
guarantee continuous production and machinal 
feed, regardless of roll changes. Other section 
of the calender line can be supplied.

Web tension measurement and control
Using a digital web tension measurement and 

control system makes it easy to control the 
web tension throughout the line. 

 + Detection of missing rubber 
on top or bottom

Central Ethernet-
connection

Customer PLC

Top inspection

Bottom inspection

Operator panel OP 34

SR 41

MSD Missing Skin Detection

 + Thickness profile with traversing sensor
 + Output signal for thickness control

Traversing thickness measurement
 + Defect signal communi-
cated to PLC

 + Complete image proces-
sing within cameras

EPILiner BCS11

DN 1002 DN 1002 DN 1002OP 36 OP 36 DN 1002

Local CentralLocal

SRS63 Cen-
ter guider
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Customer PLC

An array of CCD cameras OL 82 with an LED 
backlight is used to detect presence, location 
and spread of each steel cord. The number of 
cameras can be selected to cover the width 
and achieve the required resolution.
Steel cord: 3-4 cameras
Tire cord: 8-12 cameras

Camera computer DO 82 

CCD line scan 
camera OL 82 

 + Detection of missing cords
 + Detection of twisted cords 
 + Detection of paired cords

Central Ethernet-
connection

 + Contactless laser & Eddy Current sensor
 + High precission thickness measurement
 + Thickness profile with traversing sensor
 + Output signal for thickness control

Operator panel OP 34

Traversing thickness measurement

Steel cord calender line 
Steel cord detection

SRS63 Center guider SRS63 Center guider

DO 82 DO 82 DN 1002 OP 36 DN 1002

SR41

Local Central
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5 Web tension control
A digital web tension and control system 
controls the web tension throughout the line.

Options for edge detection:
The OL 82 CCD line scan camera can be used 
as an alternative to the infrared edge or broad-
band sensors in all applications.

CCD line scan 
camera OL 82 Camera computer DO 82 

 + Detection of missing rubber on top   
and bottom

CCD line scan camera OL 91

Top inspection

Bottom inspection

CV 22 or DC 62

An array of CCD cameras OL 91 is mounted on 
the front and back side of the calendered 
steel cord. High intensity LED lights provide 
the illumination. The cameras evaluate the 
surfaces continuously and save defect data in 
a database for quality control.

Highly compact CCD line scan camera 
systems OL 82 measure (without touching the 
web) the rubberized steel cord. The width can 
be fed back to the pre-calender spreading 
systems.

Machine systems
At the entry and exit of the process line, tensi-
on controlled accumulators guarantee conti-
nuous production regardless of roll changes.

Broadband sensor
 + Reliable detection of edges
 + No moving parts
 + No operator interference to adjust sensor

Web guiding
The SRS63 steering rolls correct the web po-
sition, using centerline guiding, before the 
accumulator and the wind-up. Digital infrared 
sensors constantly monitor the edges of the 
web. The liner material is correctly unwound 
using an SRS63 liner guide.

Missing skin detection

Width Measuring

FE 46

PD21
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Textile cord cutting line
Textile cord cutting system
Tire cord is very important for the strengthe-
ning of tires. The ability of textile cord to 
maintain its shape under high pressure and 
high-tension conditions as well as a high ten-
sile strength afford tires a quality that rubber 
alone does not possess. 

Web guiding 
The rubberized textile cord comes from the 
let-off onto a conveyor. A CCD line scan 
camera detects the edge of the web and 
through a digital position controller and 
actuator guides the let-off. At the same time 
the liner at the unwindstation is precisely re-
wound. An infrared sensor detects the edge of 
the liner and through a digital position control-
ler and actuator guides the liner onto the wind 
up. After the cutter the pre-cut strips are 
detected by a CCD line scan camera and guide 
the strips onto the conveyer in the right positi-
on into the slitter. At the end of the line the 
rubberized textile cords will be wound up 
using an infrared edge sensor, digital positio-
ner and actuator . The let-off for the liner after 
the rewindstation is controlled by the same 
components. 

Missing skin detection (MSD)
An array of CCD cameras is mounted on the 
front and backside of the calendered textile 
cord. High intensity LED lights provide the il-
lumination. The cameras evaluate the surfaces 
continuously and save the defect data in a 
database for quality control.

Width measurement
OL 82 CCD line scan cameras or a measuring 
support with infrared sensors measure the 
textile cord width.

Example: Textil-cord let-off Liner let-off guiding system SR41

 + Detection of missing rubber on top and   
bottom

 + Detection of holes

CCD line scan camera OL 91

Missing skin detection

Process
A. Wind-up liner
1. Textil cord let-off
B. Edge trim
2. Splicer

  3. Missing Skin
  4. Width measurement
  5. Apply rubber to edges
  6. Wind-up textil cord
  7. Liner let-off
  8. Guiding system SR41

The letters are meant for a better under-
standing of the process (no E+L products).
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Wind-up textil cord AG 9 with sensor FR 53  

Splice offset

0,6-1,2 ms

 + CCD camera detects splice offset
 + Width measurement
 + Dog ear detection

Apply rubber to edges Final Check

Width measurement

 + Precise placement of strips on the body 
ply

 + Customized to adapt the space on existing 
conveyor

 + Able to handle up to 4 strips

 + To verify position of strip
 + Contactless laser beam sensor for high pre-
sicion 

After       Splice offset

 + Detection of textilecord
 + Positioning of textilecord
 + Windup to cord position

The ELQVS software is used to record 
material widths, measured with various 
E+L sensing systems, in relation to 
material length. The system can document 
up to six independent measuring points. 
The widths are recorded cyclically every 20 
ms in a database and displayed on a 
customized HMI.

After

FR 53
AG 9

Camera OL 82

DO 82

Ethernet

IP 10.6.33.62
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Steel cord cutting line
Steel cord cutting system
Steel tire cord is very important for the 
strengthening of tires. The ability of steel cord 
to maintain its shape under high pressure and 
high-tension conditions as well as a high ten-
sile strength, afford tires a quality that rubber 
alone does not possess. 

Web guiding 
Rubberized steel cord coms from the Unwind 
on to a conveyor. E+L VG14 guider guides the 
rubberized steel cord to a desired position. 
This is done by a CCD line scan camera and a 
combination of the digital position controller 
and actuator. System is capable of giving feed-
back to unwind in case of VG14 runs out of the 
stroke. Steel belt after splicing is guided into 
the slitter at desired position via camel back 
guide . Liner is guided into the winder at let-
off station by SR41 or set of guiding compo-
nents consisting for edge sensor, actuator and 
controller.

Angle Measurement 
High Power and High resolution camera OL 91 
is used to detect actual angle of steel belt 
after cutting. Geometry of steel belt is mea-
sured accurately regardless color of conveyor.

Missing skin detection (MSD)
An array of CCD cameras is mounted on the 
front and back side of the calendered steel 
cord. High intensity LED lights provide the il-
lumination. The cameras evaluate the surfaces 
continuously and save the defect data in a 
database for quality control.

Width measurement
OL 82 CCD line scan cameras or a measuring 
support with infrared sensors measure the 
steel cord width.

Let-off Liner guiding system SR 41

 + Detection of missing rubber on top and bottom
 + Detection of holes
 + Output signal for defect position
 + Data can be saved for quality documentation

Missing skin detection

Top inspection

Bottom inspection

Angle Measurement
 + To measure angle of belt after cutting
 + Measurement on conveyor
 + Supported by web based Management
 + Data transferred to PLC
 + Light adaptvity as per conveyor belt condition

Cutting Machine

Process
1. Wind-up liner
2. Steel cord let-off
A. Adjustable slitter
B. Cutter
3. Angle 
   Measurement
C. Splicer
4.Inspektion
5. Web guiding

D. Slitter system
6. Width measurement
E. Apply rubber to
   edges
F. Wind-up steel cord
G. Liner let-off

The letters are meant 
for a better understan-
ding of the process 
(no E+L products).
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The pictures on this page 
are courtesy of the Karl 
Eugen Fischer Company.
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Camera OL 82

DO 82 IP 10.6.33.62

Ethernet

Open Splice

6

6

up to 10 kHz

The ELQVS software is used to record 
material widths, measured with various E+L 
sensor systems, in relation to the material 
length. The system can document up to six 
independent measuring points. The widths 
are recorded cyclically every 20 ms in a 
database and displayed on a customized 
HMI.

Splice monitoring

Open splice

 + CCD camera detects splice offset
 + Width measurement
 + Dog ears

 + A CCD camera detects holes in steel cord, 
open splice

Width measurement

Splice monitoring

Camelback guide

 + Detection of steel cord position
 + Positioning steel belt precisely on guide exit
 + Ethernet based technology supported by 
web based management

 + Guide the belt without bending the cords
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41

83

FR 53

AG 9

SR41

Infrared sensor

EL-TRISCAN INKA = Profile Measurement

Roller head line

Liner Guiding with tension controlRewinder Guiding
 + Liner guiding components
 + Robust & fast actuator
 + Digital sensor technology

Complexer

 + With OL 91 cameras
 + Premium version with measurement and 
recording of hole sizes

 + Hole map output available

 + Gum strip application in hot and cold area
 + Precise, variable strip position
 + Is able to handle up to 4 strips
 + Automatic pre-positioning
 + Minimal operator interference

 + SR41 steering roller
 + Integrated loadcell
 + Single sided sensor for easy liner handling
 + Compact guider
 + Integrated to existing network

Hole Detection/Inspection 
 + Online profile measurement by fast 
non-contact lasersensor

 + Comparison with specifications

24V + encoder signal

Ethernet
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 + Precise positioning by fast servomotor
 + Backed by Ethernet and web based  
management technology

Knife positioner (4 motors)
 + Precise positioning by fast servomotor
 + Backed by Ethernet and web based  
management technology

Knife positioner (2 motors)

Cold

Hot

Nose Detection
 + Innerliner or Squeegee
 + Reliable detection of noses
 + Ignores defects around nose
 + Masterweb detection for complexer

EL-THICKNESS = Thickness Measurement
 + Thickness measurement 
 + Able to communicate to PLC

Production direction

CCD line scan camera OL 91
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Complexer

Web guiding
In order to ensure precise tire building, the 
complexing and assembly of the pre-cut strips 
has to be exact. CCD line scan cameras OL 82 
detect the actual web position and control di-
gital positioners and actuators that in turn move 
pivoting conveyors that provide the needed 
correction to the web. SR41 steering roll guides 
at the end of the processing line guide the liner 
to the center of the cassette wagon.

Web tension control for liner
PD21/22 load cells are integrated into the 
steering rolls SR41 and in combination with a 
digital web tension controller DC 62 provide a 
constant tension of the liner. This eliminates 
deformation of the rubber strip.

Interface
Modern production lines feature a centralized 
operating and control station. Various web 
controlling systems and their bus systems can 
be interconnected using the available standard 
E+L interfaces.

Operator interface option
One operator interface OP 36 is required per 
guiding or spreading system.

HMI
The OP 36 touch screen provides a central 
operator interface (HMI) with recipe selection 
for all guiding and spreading systems.

Unwinder Liner rewinder

Complexing and assembling systems

Components for closed loop position control system

Complexer
 + Gum strip application in hot and cold area
 + Precise, variable strip position
 + Is able to handle up to 4 strips
 + Automatic pre-positioning
 + Minimal operator interference
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SWS 11

Conveyer belt guides Rewinder Liner unwinder

Liner guiding 
system

ELSMART SWS 11
 + For example for innerliner or sidewall 
guiding
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Tire building machine (TBM)

Steel belt guiding
A high degree of process quality is accom-
plished by precise guiding of the material web 
onto the tire-building drum. This is accom-
plished by using OL 82 CCD line scan cameras 
to accurately detect the web edges. A positio-
ner, controlled by the camera signal, moves 
the cutting conveyor to precisely align the web 
with the transfer conveyor.

Function sequence
 + Pre-positioning of the transport conveyor
 + Transport conveyor is started
 + Steel belt is detected
 + Transport conveyor is stopped
 + Roll 1 is lowered
 + The shape of the leading tip is corrected
 + Transport conveyor is started
 + Roll 2 is lowered

Function schematic steel belt breaker with OL 82 and DO 8201 

The tire building machine (TBM) assembles the 
various layers of the tire. The individual bands 
are positioned into the correct location through 
guided conveyor or lateral displacement 
guides. 

The strip position is in general detected by 
CCD line scan cameras.

Breaker

Tread

Ply

Breaker (steel belt)

Customer PLC or PC

AG 9 

DO 8221 with OL 82 

Drum (Shown in 3 posi-
tions)

Cutting conveyor

Transfer conveyor

Liner rewinderUnwinder

Length measurement
Width measurement
Wild wire detection

Guided cutting conveyor Width and position measurement Transfer conveyor
Operator panel OP 34

 + Guiding to the leading edge
 + Guiding to the center line
 + Guiding to the trailing edge
 + The shape of the trailing tip is corrected
 + The transport conveyor is moved to its  
center position

 + The rolls are lifted
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 + Commissioning and maintance via web 
browser

 + Graphical user interface

Schematic of the tire-building process utilizing 
preassembled innerliner, sidewall and carcass 
in front of the tire building drum.

Ply

SWS 11 and 
AG 9

Automation System
 + Step-by-step user guidance
 + Nothing but Ethernet throughout the whole 
application

CCD line scan camera OL 91
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